Thank you for purchasing the BigTipper™ angling accessory for the Auralex® GRAMMA®. Its ability to instantly angle your amp is remarkable! By isolating your amp from structural resonances, you will experience decreased coloration and increased clarity resulting in a sharper sound image and a deeper sound stage.

Included Hardware:
- (1) 14° Platfoam Angling Wedge
- (1) 48” Strap
- (1) Footman Loop
- (2) Wood Screws

Not Pictured:
- (2) Auralex TEMP-Tabs
- (2) Plastic Tabs
- (2) EZ-Stick Pro Tabs
- (4) Velcoins

Tools Needed:
- • Tape Measure
- • Masking Tape and Marker
- • #2 Phillips Screwdriver or Driver Drill (with adjustable clutch)
- • 7/16” Drill Bit
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Attaching The Footman Loop

- Place your GRAMMA® Isolation Platform on a stable work surface, foam side down with the carry handle opposite your work position.
- Measure across the width (long dimension) of the platform and apply a piece of masking tape at the midpoint. Mark the center line with a marker. On the center line, measure ½” to ¾” in from the front edge and make a second mark on the tape.
- Center the footman loop on this second mark, parallel with the front edge of the platform, and mark the screw hole locations on the tape.
- Apply a small piece of masking tape, ⅜” from the tip, of a ⅜” drill bit, as a depth gauge. Drill two pilot holes at the marked locations.
- Remove the masking tape from the platform and use a screw gun to attach the footman loop with the supplied screws. Start with a low clutch setting to avoid stripping out the platform's wood core and adjust as needed. Partial insertion of the screws with a driver drill and final hand tightening, with a #2 Phillips screw driver, is recommended.
- Thread the short section of hook fastener through the footman loop (hook side up) and secure the strap to itself.
- Place the angling wedge on the center of the platform with the tall side near the footman loop.
- Place your amplifier on top of the platform and wedge, rest the rear feet of your amplifier on the platform and the front of your amp's cabinet on the angling wedge.
- Tilt your amp back slightly and position the wedge to achieve the desired degree of angle.
- Run the loose end of the strap underneath and around the amp's carry handle, gently snug the tension and secure the hook end to the loop surface on the strap.

NOTE: After some experimentation, if you wish to affix the wedge to the platform you can apply the supplied TEMP•Tabs™ to the bottom of the wedge: Mark the desired location of the wedge by applying masking tape to the top of the platform. Remove one of the paper release layers from the supplied EZ-Stick Pro Tabs™ and attach them to one side of the rectangular plastic tabs.

Remove the second release layer from the EZ-Stick Pro adhesive strip and attach to the bottom of the angling wedge, near the ends with heavy pressure, using the heel of your hand, for 30 seconds.

Install the supplied peel and stick hook dots to the bottom surface of the plastic tab (two on each tab) with firm pressure and affix the angling wedge to the platform in the desired position. The wedge can be removed and re-positioned by sliding your fingers under the foam and grasping the edge of the plastic tab.

Do not pull on the angling wedge directly as damage may result to the foam.
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